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Inside this 
Issue: 

It is hard to believe we are turning the page on the calendar to the start of a new year.  
Where does time go.  I was recalling with one of the members just the other day that it 
seems like yesterday we were worried Y2K was going to wipe out our computers.  Here 
we are staring at 2015.  A new-year, clean slate, and chance to start fresh.  The only ques-
tion is what are you planning to start?  Regardless of you plan here is a check list to help 
you get there…wherever you decide there is…. 

A few things to keep in mind along the way.  You are going to fail, but remember if you 
never got back on the bike you would have never learned to ride.   So keep getting up.  
Success in anything is just past failure.   Enjoy the ride.  Often times little attention is paid 
to the fact that as humans the real joy is in progress or the journey.  Not in the arrival or 
the inn.  

 

1.  Find Your Reason, there has to be a WHY 

2.  Set a Goal and Write it Down 

3.  Get a Plan, “Eat by Color” 

4.   Make Sure you Can Execute the Plan for the Rest of Your Life 

5.   Tell the World, Leverage the Power of Social Media 

6.   Join a Group, Again Leverage the Power of Social Media 

7.   Accomplish a Big Change by Slowly Adding up Small Changes 

8.   Resistance Training is a Must, 2-3 Hour a Week of the RIGHT Training will do 

9.   You Probably Don’t Need Cardio, Seriously You Don’t 

10.   If You have been Successful at Something in Your Life, Retrace Your Steps and Ap-
ply to your Health, Wellness, and Weighloss and you will Find Success.  NO One is Made 
at the Factory to be Fat, Skinny, Toned, etc! 

This article is the courtesy of Raymond M. Binkowski former fat guy, author of “Eat by Color”, per-

sonal trainer and owner of FitWorkz.  Its intent is to be shared.  If sharing the previous following state-

ment MUST be included any time this article is reproduced in part or entirety.  So please feel free to 

share, you just might change a life! 

FitWorkz.com * Eatbycolor.com * Twitter @eatbycolor * facebook.com/EatbyColor * Face-

book.com/FitWorkz.DeKalb 

http://fitworkz.com/in-better-shape-at-59-than-45/FitWorkz.com
http://fitworkz.com/in-better-shape-at-59-than-45/EatbyColor.com
https://twitter.com/eatbycolor
https://www.facebook.com/EatbyColor?ref_type=bookmark
https://www.facebook.com/fitworkz.dekalb?ref_type=bookmark
https://www.facebook.com/fitworkz.dekalb?ref_type=bookmark


 

 

 

 

 

Daily Motivation 
Happy New Year!  Have you made your resolution(s) yet?  

For most, it’s wanting to live a healthier life, organization, 

time management, or just being a better person in general.  

While change is sometimes difficult to do, it is not impos-

sible.  Anybody can change anything they want about 

themselves.  Once you have your resolution(s), or goals, 

set, what is your plan to achieve it or make it a reality?  Just 

saying that you want to workout at the gym more doesn’t 

mean it’s going to happen automatically.  You need to plan 

it out; What days are you going? What time works best for 

your schedule? Are you prepared to go (change of clothes, 

protein shake before/after, gym shoes)?  The planning of 

your goals is the most important step of all.  Without plan-

ning, your goal remains just that, a goal.  So as you sit there 

with your list of New Year’s resolutions, plan and WRITE 

out how you’re going to meet your goal.  Writing out your 

plan will hold you more accountable, as well as you’ll re-

member the steps you said you need to take to make your 

goal a reality, and you’ll get the end result you are seeking.  

Goal + Plan = Results 

Tim’s Thoughts 
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 It’s that time of  year again, the time where your local gym becomes flooded with new faces 

eager to make a change for the better in the New Year. For some this will be the best decision 

they’ve ever made, yet others will soon become entrenched in their old ways once again. So why 

does this happen with the majority of  the population every year? The simple answer is that there 

is no change from one year to the next. A smart man by the name of  Albert Einstein once de-

scribed the definition of  insanity as doing the same thing over and over again and expecting dif-

ferent results. So if  in 2014 your workout routine was to run on the treadmill for 30 minutes fol-

lowed by 30 minutes of  machines and you gave up after 1 month, then why would that same strat-

egy would in 2015? It won’t! After the first 4 weeks of  this “cardio/machine” approach, the ma-

jority typically won’t see those ground breaking results that keep them motivated to keep training 

and pushing forward. 

 So let’s make 2015 the time for CHANGE. Ditch the standard routine you’ve jumped to in 

years’ past and explore the world of  training. Do some research and try some exercises you’ve al-

ways been curious about or pop your head into our functional training room and ask a trainer for 

a little guidance (regarding training or even nutritional information).  They’re always happy to help! 



 

Age:  45  

  

From:  Machensey Park 

  

Occupation:  Retail/Sales 

 

Program:  Personal Training & Eat by Color 

 

Results:  Lost 5 lbs of  fat, a few pant sizes, and Gained 10 

lbs of  metabolism raising muscle. 

 

 

 

 

 

Melissa drives to FitWorkz from Machensey Park three times 

per week.  Why?  Take a look at those jeans!  Results.  She 

has trained with trainers at almost every gym in the greater 

Rockford area and has never experience change like she has in 

8 weeks at FitWorkz.  She comes to FitWorkz because of  the 

results and the change in pant size speaks for itself  and justi-

fies the long ride in the car! We Change Lives!!!!! 
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Take A Look At :   Mel issa Nordheim  



 

  

 FREE Membership and Training  

 

Some time in the last 

month you should have re-

ceived a pair of  these gift 

certificates in the mail.   

 

They are good for 30 days 

use of  the gym and most 

importantly 30 days of  Evo-

lution Training and the 

chance to meet with our 

Lead Trainer to talk about 

goals and the fastest way to 

reach them!  A $150 Value 

FREE! 

 

Recipients must start 

their 30 days on or be-

fore January 31, 2015!  So 

hand them out! 

*Check out page 10 of  the newsletter for the Evolution schedule* 
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Here is an exert from Chapter 6 your steps to 

losing fat and getting healthy. 

Chapter 6 

Determine exactly what it is you want. Write the goal down 

and tell everyone. Statistics and history demonstrate those 

who set goals and write them down are most successful in 

attaining them. Certainly there is one area of your life where 

you have been successful. In this case it is probable that there 

was a clearly defined goal, win the little league championship, 

be promoted, graduate from high school, etc. At some point 

this goal was written down and people were informed of your 

intentions. Draw from this experience! 

Telling others is extremely important as well. It is often very 

easy to break promises that have been made to one-

self.  Procrastination allows us to put things off and just 

do it later. However, when that promise is made to others 

it is much more difficult to stop short. Whether it is fear 

of ridicule from others for not following through or the 

sense of letting others down, the bottom line is promises 

and commitments are much harder to break when made to 

others. This very fact is often the reason that people are so 

successful at achieving their goals when working with a 

personal trainer. Commitments have been made to the 

trainer, financially and other wise and these commitments 

serve as an obligation that is often hard to break. The re-

sult is attainment of your goal.   

                           www.eatbycolor.com 
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Recipe of  the Month: Homemade Guacamole 

Ingredients: 
2 medium size ripe avocadoes 

2-3 Tbs. fresh lime juice 

3/4 tsp. Kosher salt; more to taste 

1/2 tsp. ground coriander (optional) 

Pinch ground cumin 

3-4 Tbs. chopped fresh cilantro 

1 tsp. minced fresh jalapeno 

(optional) 

 

Directions: 

Halve the avocados, pit them, and 

scoop the flesh with a large spoon 

into a small mixing bowl. Sprinkle the 

2 Tbs. lime juice over the avocados, 

add the salt, coriander, and cumin, 

and use a wooden spoon to break up 

the avocados, stirring until they’re 

coarsely mashed. Stir in 3 Tbs. of  the 

cilantro and the jalapeño. Taste and 

add more lime juice, cilantro, and salt 

as needed.  

With January resolutions, come temptations.  You are staying on track but are craving 

what you used to enjoy.  Use this great homemade guacamole recipe to cure your crav-

ings and get a great deal of  nutrients from avocadoes; the star of  this side dish! 
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Welcome New Members! ! !  

These new members have dedicated themselves to a new lifestyle of fitness 

and wellness.  We’d like to welcome you and thank you for letting us CHANGE 

YOUR LIFE! 

Blake Morris * Allison Sutton * Andrew Schlak * Leslie 

Guerroro * Quinn Bell * Scott Mooberry * Dana Dial * 

Laura Moudy * Marcus Porss-Grammona * Kenneth Boblak 

* Logan Schmittle * Ken Borsema * Salem Almutaq * Nora 

Almutlaq * Margeret McKinney * Daniel Green * Onassis 

Rivera * Sophie Comier * Ben Bulkley * Steve Uhren * An-

gelina McNeela * EJ Sudakoff * Emad Nuwar * Ninette 

Weaver * Andrew Hrubec * Joe Pederson * Judy Adamson * Andrew Carreno * 

Denise Adams * Cheryl Hartung * Brigid Coonley * Mary Ann Diedrich * Julie Dubicz * Jack 

Weiland * Peter Meier * Ian Nilausen* Andrea Fischer * Bailey Hunt * Zach Zenzen * Saman-

tha Hambel 

Here are results from our current members on how 

FitWorkz is helping them achieve their health and 

fitness goals.  These people are seeing real results, 

not just a number changing on a scale. 

Rachel lost 15 lbs of fat and gained 4 lbs of muscle. 

Amy lost 4 lbs of fat and gained 4 lbs of muscle. 

Jane lost 2 lbs of fat and gained 3 lbs of muscle. 

Dena lost 5 lbs of fat and gained 1 lb of muscle. 

Kent lost 8 lbs of fat. 

Heather lost 7.5 lbs of fat. 

Alyssa gained 4 lbs of metabolism raising muscle. 

Tom lost 8 lbs of fat this month! 

 

 

How are we changing l i ves?  



 

 

Commit to Get Fit 
Welcome to 2015!  The year where we dedicate to making a change in our lives.  

New Year’s Resolutions are common to make, and they are common to break.  

We vow to make a change, and we stick with it for a few weeks, and then life 

happens and we drop out of the un-trained habit and go back to where we were 

just a month earlier.  If this year you truly want to dedicate to change for the bet-

ter with your health and wellness, we want to be a part of the journey towards 

your success.  January’s clinics and workshops are full of great ideas and tips on how to get started 

with your new goals for 2015 as well as how to make it a LIFESTYLE, not just a resolution! 

If you know you are short on time but still want to fit in a great sweat session, 20 minute burn will 

show you how to make this a normal part of 

your routine, especially if you live a very busy 

lifestyle.  Fast and Effective is a great 30 min-

ute clinic to teach you about the benefits of a 

great warm-up.  No more slow walks on the 

treadmill and no more basic static stretching.  

Learn about Dynamic Warm-Up and how this 

is the most effective way to stretch the muscles 

and help prevent injury.  HIIT is another time 

saving tool to learn when you are short on 

time but want to fit a workout in.  The trainer 

will give you some examples of a HIIT work-

out.  Then you create on and perform it your-

self.  It may be quick, but will be effective.  

Shake it Off is another great 30 minute clinic 

where you’re learning how to incorporate bat-

tle ropes into your workout.  Battle ropes are a 

piece of equipment than anyone at any fitness 

level can use, and it really gets the heart rate elevated!  So if cardio machines are not your desire but 

you still want to do cardio, battle ropes are a great substitute.   

Commit to Get Fit is a great 1 hour workshop that will give you the tools and information you need 

to make your New Year’s Resolution a lifestyle instead of just a goal.  Learn how to schedule time for 

you workout, tips, tricks, and how-to’s to incorporate the goal into a sustainable lifestyle not only for 

you but for your entire family.  For a small fee, a trainer will work with you to get your goals estab-

lished and get you started on the right track with your resolution to turn it into a lifestyle. 

Sign up for any of our clinics or workshops this month at the front desk.  We Change Lives!  
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Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

    1 2 3 

4 5 

Commit to 

Get Fit (W) 

5:00pm 

6 

Shake it Off 

 

7:30am 

7 

20 Minute 

Burn 

9:30am 

8 

 

9 

HIIT 

 

5:30pm 

10 

Fast and Ef-

fective 

10:00am 

11 12 

Fast and Ef-

fective 

6:30pm 

13 

20 Minute 

Burn 

4:30pm 

14 

Commit to 

Get Fit  

6:00pm 

15 

Shake it Off 

 

7:30am 

16 17 

HIIT 

 

10:00am 

18 19 

HIIT 

 

4:00pm 

20 

Commit to 

Get Fit 

4:00pm 

21 

Fast and Ef-

fective 

9:30am 

22 

20 Minute 

Burn 

12:00pm 

23 

Shake it Off  

 

4:00pm 

24 

25 26 

Commit to 

Get Fit 

6:00pm 

27 

Shake it Off 

 

4:00pm 

28 

HIIT 

 

10:00am 

29 

Fast and Ef-

fective 

7:30am 

30 31 

20 Minute 

Burn 

10:00am 

January 2015 

 

Clinics and Workshops: Commit to Get Fit 
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Clinics 

*All clinics are FREE to members, and $10 for non-members* 

20 Minute Burn:  Feeling the burn is a good indicator you’re doing it right!  You’ll be working 

hard and getting sweaty with this kettle bell workout.  A great tool to incorporate into any work-

out routine. 

 

Fast and Effective:   No more slow warm ups on the boring treadmill!  Get down and dirty with 

this great dynamic warm p and perform one taught by our trainers so you can get properly 

prepped for a great workout with less injury!   

 

HIIT:  When your time is tight, there is no better way to get in a great workout than using HIIT!  

Learn what HIIT is and how it is a great fitness tool.  You and the trainer create a fun and chal-

lenging HIIT workout then perform it. 

 

Shake it Off:  It is fun with ropes in this great clinic!  Ropes are a great tool to insert into the be-

ginning, middle, or end of  your routine.  The versatility of  battle ropes is endless and you make it 

as challenging as you want it.  

 

 

 

Workshops 

*Cost—$19 for members, $29 for non-members* 

 

Commit to Get Fit:  This workshops is a must if  you are looking to succeed in your fitness goals.  

This 1 hour workshop is all about goal setting and scheduling.  Many of  us struggle to get our 

time in to the gym because, well, life happens!  Use this workshop as a key tool in scheduling your 

time in the gym, just like you would a doctor appointment, or a meeting.  Tips and how-to’s will be 

given on how you can keep yourself  on track with your goals and hold yourself  accountable. 
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Sign up for our Large and Small Group classes on 

MindBody.  Personal training is also available.   

*schedule subject to change* 

 
Sports  

Performance 
Evolution Next Step 

Small 

Group—

Reformer 

(Pilates) 

Small 

Group 

Monday 
 

3:30pm, 4:30pm, 

5:30pm 

5:30am, 7:30am, 

8:30am 

(Platinum), 

12:00pm, 5:30pm, 

7:00pm 

 10:30am, 5:30pm 4:30pm, 5:30pm 

Tuesday 
3:30pm, 4:30pm, 

5:30pm 

10:00am, 3:15pm, 

5:30pm 

4:15pm 

 
9:00am, 12:30pm 

5:00pm, 6:00pm, 

7:00pm, 8:00pm 

Wednesday 
3:30pm, 4:30pm, 

5:30pm 

5:30am, 7:30am, 

8:30am 

(Platinum), 

12:00pm, 5:30pm, 

7:00pm 

 5:30pm 4:30pm, 6:30pm 

Thursday 
3:30pm, 4:30pm, 

5:30pm 

3:15pm, 5:30pm 

 
4:15pm 10:00am, 12:30pm 

5:00pm, 6:00pm, 

7:00pm 

Friday 
3:30pm, 4:30pm, 

5:30pm 

5:30am, 7:30am, 

8:30am 

(Platinum), 

12:00pm 

 9:30am 3:30pm, 4:30pm 

Saturday 10:00am, 11:00am 

 

8:00am, 9:00am 

 

9:00am  7:00am, 8:00am 

https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/ASP/home.asp?studioid=36595

